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Mr. Ponsonby Petowker Pillingworth and that you are going
to take him to lunch at the Algonquin, But he is in a tre-
mendous hurry and says with fatigue: "Oh, ah, yes, the
Algonquin." And you don't know whether he is really
Mr. Pillingworth or Richard III, who wants to take a taxi
to Bosworth Field and shout for a horse.
But with our present companions it is not like that. They
seem to be the most leisurely people in the world, going
about well-known jobs, with the complete taciturnity of
those who are completely sure of where and why they are
going and what they will do when they get there. They
are like people who are going to fix up water-pipes or kill
hogs or sell tobacco crops on loose floors. . . . With a com-
plete unanimity. Someone says: "Have you got the back-
scratchers?" . . . something eccentric like that. . . . And
they all move off unanimously and without further words.
And they look just like you and me. . . . That is to say,
they look like you. It might be rude to say that they looked
like me.
§
We arrived this morning half an hour late, and panting,
at their manor-house. Their headquarters is so lost in flat
fields with bewildering complications of cross-roads that
we might never have got there at all. But the moment we
crossed the threshold of that rather dim, great mansion,
peace descended on our anxious spirits. No one was in a
hurry. People sat about at long tables, pouring milk into cups
of coffee as slowly as people in slowed motion pictures.
People got up and fetched overcoats from upper rooms and
descended spectacular, winding stairs with the actions of
fainting princesses.
Someone said:
"Did you put the hoes away?" and we all drank up our
coffee.
Someone said:
"Have you fed the lambs ?" and we all moved into the
hallway and picked up cameras.
Someone said:

